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The notion of a tiling of a set generalizes the notion of a factorization of a 
group and the geometric idea of tiling by congruent figures. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a set, F C S” and B C S. If each element of S is uniquely 
expressible in the formf(b), f o F, b E B, then B tiles S by F, denoted S = (F, B). 
If the functions form a group, the tiling is said to be regular. A method is given 
which is sufficient to determine whether a given solid figure tiles N-space. The 
method is applied to find some new figures which tile 3-space. It is also shown 
that certain figures, such as “L” polyominoes, nonparallelogram quadrilaterals, 
and equilateral triangles meeting at vertices cannot tile the Euclidean plane 
in a regular manner. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The tiling of the plane by congruent polyominoes is treated by 
Golomb [2] and the tiling of N-space by congruent “crosses” and 
“semicrosses” is treated by Stein [7, 81. 
In the next section of this paper, a method is given which is sullkient 
to determine whether a given solid figure tiles N-space. The method is 
applied to show that the objects illustrated in Fig. 1 tile 3-space. 
FIGURE I
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In Section 3, it is shown that (1) L polyominoes do not tile the plane 
in a regular manner; (2) no quadrilateral, except the parallelogram, can 
tile the plane in a regular manner; (3) congruent equilateral triangles, 
meeting at vertices, do not tile the plane (see Fig. 2). 
FIGURE 2 
Neither the L polyomino nor the nonparallelogram quadrilateral tiles 
the plane in a regular manner. 
2. CONDITIONS FOR A SUBSET TO TILE A SET 
DEFINITION. Let S be a set, F _C S” and B ic S. If each element of S is 
uniquely expressible in the form f(b), f E F, b E B, then B tiles S by F, 
denoted S = (F, B). If the functions form a group, then we say that the 
tiling is regular. 
EXAMPLE. Lets ={x f iy: x, YE{--3, -1, 1,3}}. LetB = (1 + i, -1 
+3i, 1 + 3i, 3 + 3i). Let F = {l,f, f2,f3) where f is multiplication by 
e(n/2)i. Note that S = (F, B) and since F is a group, the tiling is regular. 
The theorem which follows shows that a set S can be tiled via motions 
from a group F if, and only if, no points of S are left fixed by any non- 
identity elements of G. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a group with identity e which operates on the set S. 
Then S = (G, A), for some A C S if, and only if, no element of G, except the 
identity, leaves any element of Sjixed and A is a complete set of distinct orbit 
representatives. (The basic idea is that any set which meets each orbit 
exactly once provides a regular tiling.) 
Proof: First, suppose G is a group and S = (G, A). Note that the 
elements of A form a complete set of orbit representatives. We show no 
element but the identity e of G leaves any element of S fix.ed. Consider 
g E G, s E S for which gs = s. Since S = (G, A), s = g,a, for some g, s G, 
s1 E S. Thus gg,a, = g,a, . By closure, gg, E G and by uniqueness of 
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representation, gg, = g, . Hence, g is the identity e. Therefore, only the 
identity leaves any element of S fixed. 
Next, suppose G operates on S and no element of G except the identity 
leaves any element of S fixed. Let A be a complete set of distinct represen- 
tatives from the orbit classes of S. We show S = (G, A). For any s ES, 
s is in some orbit class. Let a E A be the unique representative of the 
orbit class of S. Thus, s = ga for some g E G. Ifs = g,a, for some other 
g, E G, a2 E A, then a2 must be the distinct representative of the orbit of s. 
Thus, a2 = a. Hence, g,a, = ga, and thus, g-lg,a = a. But no element of 
G, except the identity, leaves any element of S fixed. Thus, g-k2 = e. 
Therefore, g = g, and S is tiled by the set A of orbit representatives. 
The following theorem gives a method for determining whether a given 
subset B tiles a set S. It shows that if a set B can be transformed “properly” 
into a set which tiles S, then B itself tiles. If g ES and B _C S, 
1etgB = {g(b):bEB). 
THEOREM 2. If B C S and B is the disjoint union of sets Bi , i E I and 
there exist functions gi E S”, i E I, such that S = (G, B), where G is a group 
containing the gi and B is the disjoint union of the sets g,Bi , then S = (G, B). 
Proof. Suppose S = (G, B), where G is a group containing elements gi 
and B is the disjoint union of sets g,B, . Note that B is a complete set of 
orbit representatives. B is the disjoint union of sets Bi = eBi = g;lgiBi . 
Thus, the elements of B are translates of a complete set of distinct orbit 
representatives, and are, therefore, a complete set of distinct orbit 
representatives. In Theorem 1, it was shown that such a set B will tile if 
g(s) + s for any s E S, and any nonidentity element g E G. Suppose 
g(s) = s. Now S = (G, B> and B is the union of sets g,B, , i E 1. Thus 
s = h( gi(bJ) for some h, g E G, bi E Bi, i E I. Hence, g(h( g,(b,))) = 
g(s) = s = hgi(bJ. By uniqueness of representation in S = (G, B), we 
see gh = h. Thus, g is the identity. Therefore, S = (G, B). 
EXAMPLE. The following example was suggested to me by Sherman 
Stein and Herb Holden. Stein has proved the result by other methods. 
Consider the lattice space P = Z @ Z @ Z, where Z denotes the integers. 
For convenience, we identify each lattice point (a, b, c) with a unit cube 
centered at that point. Consider the “brick with a corner removed” with 
dimension a, b, c for the brick and a’, b’, c’ for the corner, where a is a 
multiple of a’, say a = ka’, where a, b, c, a’, b’, cl, and k are integers. Any 
such brick tiles Z3 (see Fig. 3). 
B is the disjoint union of pieces B, , B, , Bk ,..., B, each of which is 
cells thick. Let g denote the translation which shifts Bl directly under B, 
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FIGURE 3 
(see Fig. 3). Note that g” shifts B, under B, and directly under B,-, . 
We thus obtain the set B which is the disjoint union of B, , g”B, ,..., gkBk . 
Now B tiles a plane slab of thickness a in a regular manner. This plane 
slab can be stacked to fill P using the group of motions generated by g. 
Hence, B tiles via a group which contains gl, g2,..., g”. Therefore, by 
Theorem 2, B tiles via that same group of motions. 
FIGURE 4 
EXAMPLE (see Fig. 4). B can be decomposed and transformed into B. 
B tiles a plane slab in a regular manner. The plane slab tiles Z3 via the 
motions generated by g. Hence, B tiles Z3 in a regular manner via the 
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group generated by these motions. Therefore, B tiles P via this same 
group. 
EXAMPLE. The last three objects in Fig. 1 can easily be seen to tile PP. 
Each can be “unstacked” to form a figure which tiles the plane Z3 under 
the conditions of Theorem 2. Hence, these objects tile Z3. 
3. SOME NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR TILING 
Let IEN denote the real Euclidean space of N dimensions and let H 
denote the group of rigid motions on IEN; that is, the group of those 
functions h(x) = Ax + b composed of an isometry A followed by 
translation by vector b. 
THEOREM. If lEN = (G, S) for some subgroup G of the rigid motions H 
and S _C EN, then for any g(x) = Ax + b E G, the isometry A must have 
fixed points; that is, Ax = x for some x E EN. 
ProoJ: If A has no fixed points, then (I- A)-l exists and we note 
g[(l - A)-l b] = (I - A)-l b. But this contradicts Theorem 1. 
Remark 1. In case N = 2, the only isometries with fixed points are 
reflections. Thus, no rotation appears in any tiling of the Euclidean plane. 
Hence, the L polyomino and the nonparallelogram quadrilateral do not 
tile the plane in a regular manner. 
Remark 2. In case N = 2, the isometry A of the theorem is essentially 
unique; that is, if g E G and g(x) = Cx + d, then C = A or C = I. 
This is easily shown using complex numbers as follows. 
The previous theorem guarantees fixed points; hence, the isometries are 
reflections and any two functionsf, g E G must have formf(x) = ax* + b, 
g(x) = cx* + d, where a, b, c, d, x are complex numbers; a, b have 
norm 1; and x* denotes the complex conjugate. Now fg E G; thus, by the 
previous theorem, ac*x = x for some x. But this can happen only if ac* 
is the identity. Therefore, a = c. 
There does exist a tiling of the plane like that of Fig. 5, which uses 
reflections as the following theorem shows. C will denote complex 
numbers. 
THEOREM 2. Choose a, b E C, / a 1 = 1. Let G be the subgroup of rigid 
motions of H generated by the map g(x) = a2x* + b. Then C = (G, A) 
for some A E C if and only if R(ab*) + 0. 
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Proof. Let g be as above. By induction, g”“(x) = x + ~z(a%* f b), 
and g 2~ x = a%* + n(a2b* + b) + b for any integer n. ( > 
Suppose, first, that R(ab ) * f 0. We show that no element of G, other 
than the identity, leaves any element of C fixed. 
Suppose h c G and x = h(x) for some x E C. First, suppose x = 
h(x) = g”“(x) for some integer IZ, then x + n(a2b* + b) = x. Thus, 
n(ab* + a*b) = 0. By hypothesis, ub* + a*b # 0. Hence, n = 0, and h 
is the identity. 
Next, suppose that x = h(x) = g Zn+l(x) for some integer n. Then 
a2x* + n(a2b* +- b) + b = x. Thus, n(ab* + a*b) + a*b = a*x - ax*, 
which has real part equal to 0. Hence, (212 + 1) R(ab”:) = 0. But 
R(ab*) # 0, therefore 2n + 1 = 0. But this is a contradiction since n is 
an integer, We have therefore shown that no element of G, except the 
identity, leaves any element of C fixed. By Theorem 1, C = (G, A), where 
A is a complete set of orbit representatives. 
Conversely, suppose C = (G, A) where G is the group generated by 
g(x)=a2x*+bwherea,bECand/a/==1.g2(x)=x+(a2b*+b)fx 
for anyx E C, by Theorem 1. Thus, a2b* + b # 0. Hence, ab* + a*b # 0. 
Therefore, R(ab*) f 0. Note that R(ab*) is just the inner product of a 
and b. Hence, R(ab*) + 0 if and only if a and b are not perpendicular 
(see Fig. 5). 
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FIGURE 5 
Finally, we show that the plane cannot be tiled with congruent 
equilateral triangles which meet at vertices (see Fig. 6). 
Let T be the interior of an equilateral triangle united with some subset 
of its boundary. We see that copies of T cannot tile the plane by translation. 
Consider the possible vertices of the region T. Since these vertex points 
are on the boundary, they may or may not belong to T. There are four 
cases: 
Case 1. None of the vertices belong to T. In this case, we cannot cover 
the point at which six triangles meet. 
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FIGURE 6 
Case 2. All of the vertices belong to T. In this case, the point at which 
six triangles meet is covered more than once. 
Case 3. Exactly two vertices belong to T. In this case, any triangle 
adjacent to T on the side on which the two vertices lie could not contain 
the vertices, hence could not contain exactly two vertices and is therefore 
not congruent to T. 
Case 4. Exactly one vertex belongs to T. In Fig. 6, 0 indicates that the 
vertex does not belong to the triangle T; 1 indicates that the vertex does 
belong to T. Each vertex of the graph must belong to exactly one of the 
triangles which meet there. Let a be an arbitrary copy of T. By symmetry, 
b may be labeled as indicated without loss of generality. The labeling is 
forced in triangles c, d, e, f, g; and a contradiction appears in h. 
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